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.ABBREVIATIONS
abbrevi.ation
ad.lective
adv, adverb
^« compare
^» modifying pliraae
E*EIl« n<min plural
!i«£« & j^i* noun singular imd plural
X*l* verb intranaitive
X» v®rb phrase
verb tranaitive
Tlxc id^ja of studying Xatigimge at the aubstandard
level of siatig 3ii,ght not; seeEi esr>eciaily attractive to
tl^ae imred to social proprieties, prescriptive gx-aai-
^Mtr, and the cultivation of elevated opee-ch* liowver,
at t!m slatig level lav*-:uii-,e x« often dynamic, original,
and notably lacking in a<tlf-cotisciou5me»8. Concrete and
earthy, it is as refrftahingljr iionest as it is sornc-i-'-n
distressingly crude At the tli^ie, it often au.iera
by b^iiig faddish, tending to generalisation on the orm
hand and affectation on the other. Sonse &f it dies early,
soma of it 11 on, and every day timi slang enters apeach,'
Because, for the wost part, it is socially-id«ntifying,
slaBg is highly revealing about those who use it, reflecting
their valms, their experiences, and their needs.
'•'his eLTidy t&hm its origin from a dc^^ire to under-
stiiud i>etter this level of language as it is manifeated
a-aong adolescents today. Although the study focuses on
current sneech habits, it cannot avoid urtcovering inforsnatioii
nbout its speakers, so integral to tljought and action is
the language- syr;i>x)l« Since slang »uppos©dly is uninhibited
speech (thot^s^, ais we discover, it can be self
-cot' furiously
cultivated by the jroung), it often lays bare the i>crsonr.lity
froHi t^hich it erfianates. Tne, investifration of t^t adoles-
cents talk about and how they talk, cnphaaiaes graphically
the inseparability of langua?^e and life.
ii
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For this slriidy to have baen po»®ibl« at all, the
ASisttstaxiCo. of jnsny itidividnjais vs&c- fcetuircd, I am,
tucrexorc, partiailarly indebted to uy cla«ses «t i.ong-
meadc>7 Migh ^^chool for tlieir oodpcx-atioti, intcrcat, and
enthusiaavt in pro-vl.ding tfic necessary language r'ata,
CS^xwrotss iind xmaeifish in their efforts for this project,
tiiey were not merely contributing but vital and aiiatain-
itig to it« Also, 1 wish to thank lay rcacarch advisor,
Dr, Auiirey Dtickci-J-; for her interest and helpful guggestions.
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If "i%ei Flasi and Scope of the Study
Thft popularity of slang among the young 1« videly
recagnised. Adoleseetita especially »«em devoted to Its
creation and tjse, ®o rmeh that Rob«rtacm-Cassicly claim
that t^day alan- is most vlj^orons at the teen&ge level/
It fteemed likely, therefore, that a ns«,fnl, incMctiv©
analysis of iilang might be done &-iong present high aeliool
classes ^th thft vi.®t? to tiPCGwring current weabulary,
8tiJ,d«nt attittide® to^-mrds langua^je, md r>os5ibly siom of the
psychological amd sociological iinplicationa inherent in
their slang.
'T© begin tdth, aoT« o|>«rational definition of slmg,
is necessary since the teisn its«lf has had variable
application. According to the Oxford Dictionary, whoae
2
definition Jfencken stipports, it is essentially collocmial,
substandard, idiosyncratic lanjniag© which involvtss "new
T'^ords».,or citrrent words employed in sosne sr.ccial sfensc."
Kotably «hort-Iivcd, slang tte^s effectiveness
i
The ptirp'oae b«hind the ori^^iTi of all olamtie that of stating an idea' vivi dly and
freshly, thong-h Bom^timtB the. Kscpre^sions
ther-iselves are not obvious enough to revealhow thia nurpose is accoetplished. The arvt-
ness of sVm^ is usually based on its hu-or.
Its tion^ its onoriatopoeic «ffcct,
,or on
. udnatxon of these qualities.
Berreyand Van den Bark sirr.ply call it "unconventional
2speech," and thei?€fore include the special vocabularies
f ji^rgons) of classes and ocminatlonB ixi their dictionary,^
Flexner, however, «mphaslae» the, na&ra sltuI their attittiiea
to^&vda ^rd m.r.ntnm, "the 'flavor* [slang] conveys"
|
for his mtrpose®, slang is '»frepucntly use<i by or intel^
ligible to a rather laricfe wortiotj oftthe general .American
i>ufolic, but tiot accepted as good, formal usage by the
majority," However helpful, these definition© are somevhat
22fiS f§£to sine© the swrvctys cotKMcted, d^-T^^nded largely
on the students* individual undernrwndinuB of slan^ in
order to avoid any iin!^ece8:-?erily suneritjiposcd ?>r€CoTtccp-
tions «poh thera and so to destroy the possibility of
gaining any insight into their afetxtydeo towards lang^ia^c.
At the same time, th© investigation, recnjires some jctiiding
definition to arrive at res-soneible classifications and
int«-rpr«ta lions of th© vocabulary collected. In order
to enconrm.e- snontaneity from thosse
-rmestioned and to safe-
gxjard against the indiscriminate relativity of ts^iolly
sxtbjcctiv© considerations of the term, the following
operational definition is |»ro?>o8ed for this fjrojects
current adolescent slnn^t con^^ists of all unconventional
worde and expressions m,jb;T?itt€-.<i as «lang_ by their tjsers,
having the characteristic of limited propriety as conscious
departures fro® standard, educated speech, Pecent studies
have noted differing types of slang present in caaipus
vocabularies, nmch of which is not peculiar to the
given student comasunity, and at l©ast one observer
has DointGd o«t that what is truly school slang is
only that x^hich is indlgeno^jse to its cori^wnity.^ Despite
K.rata«s o?iitiioti that the slang of a particular group
coiBpri.se« th© vocabulary generated by that group (aa
opposed to "gcncjral taericati slang'*), this study will
not be co^-ifined to twrds or m«aning« that are unirue to
their
-aaers, ITie aim is to aatmsle jast ^-hat slanjc is
currently i>opulfflr vlth th& group studied, wh^^t^4r that
slang ia shared with other native sneakers or not,
Although tsuch study h?is been made of campus words,
little has be«it done ir> the area of adolescent slang
specifically. Because of the nature of this investigation,
the nrincipal bibliography, therefore, is
-%ierican and
relatively recent, \ro.erican St^eech was consulted to
1945, twenty years considered a sufficient period covering
the life-times of the students involved and reflecting
post-World War II speech, 'llie Fourth Abridged Edition of f-lencken'
±M. '^^riSBH hm^mBS. (1965) with additions by riavcn I,
HcDavid, Jr. and David ^, Maurer nrovided i'oportant back-
ground as did tx^ro collections of cVmerican Qlan^: Berrey
and Van den Bark*s The ^lerican '"heeaur^is of Slang (1942,
1953) *md 'Went^'orth and t"le3sner*s !->ictionary of . u-'erican
Slang (i960).
4Purr>osely synchronic, thf .-5 mxrv&f mhes no claixn
to bcslng ejchaustivej historical and Comparative Inves-
tigations remain to be und«rta1c«5ti in later diachronic
sttjdies. Ftirth®rmore, no single co?^>im3nlty, school, or
se^nt of its Btxhdmta cotxld possibly exceed being but
nartially representative of the speech phetiom«na of
adolescents in general. Apart from the et?h«m«ral nature
of slang, the local, iti-grottp, and ©vsti private vocabu-
laries encountered, limit the or® sent collection, ',^ich
is admittedly fra,giii®ntary md^ in many instances, of very
restricted currency. Boys having ontnmibercd girls in
both years of the stiady, the collection reflects a mascu-
line slant* Since; thM w<:»rk is syncltronie, eaphasis haa
been placed on the collection and arrangement of vocabti-
laryi hence, the glossary represents the bull; of the
research.
Ideally, to accmir® the islang of e particular group,
onffc t-rotild record all esK-amoles heard in actual visp mr^ng
that grcmp over a given period of time., But to have ready
access to stsch slang, one ^oonld oro!.>ably have to be a
rnxmher of that gronp. Since slang is so often nsed for
social ide ratification to the exclusion of oi'tsidsrs, an
adult reaearchcr faiiong adolescents wuld undoubtedly en-
Counter real difficulty att©"^nting to collect it in such
fashion. Kandbo.->fes for* isecondary school teachers frecniently
advise against forced attempts at i dentifying with stttdents
5by the use. of their slang, and atttdents invariably mile
when, they hear very n^ch. of 5*t from an adult. To them,
anyom who tries to be "with it," yet necessarily fails
(often because th« slang he employs is already outmoded),
is a "svdnj'er." In order, then, to arrive at an aT>oroxi-
matioTi of at least aonie currenr adolescent slang, a nore
practicable approach was atiootcd.
Initiated in the spring of 1964, this study was con-
tinued in the isnring of l96S with certain ^methodological
taodification©. 'ilie Town of Longsaeadow, Masaachusetta i»
a prosperous residential cotm;n.inity suburban to Springfield.
The public high school has an enroll^nent of about 900,
only a Siaall percentage of %jl\ich do not proceed to higher
education. Becaiise of daily contact as the English teacher
of the students involved, the at^thor, ws, of necessity,
restricted to then. In the 1964 survey five seniurate
classes, ftfur senior and one .junior (ages 16 to 21), wre
aslsed to record at randsra any aXang they actually used
^Jith dcfinxtijans and C5Eampleg of use. Since the responses
to be anonymous, complete liberty was encouraged, with
the result that several obviously took advantage of titil-
latitig the senses ®nd defying the prdscri^tions of school
at!!»sph®re; others, however, rnnat have anst^red cautiously,
©V€«i tlsidly. Altogether, 212 terns w«re collected from
82 students. In this and the later collection, so^.g tertns
apt>eared in definitions as synonyns and therefore were
6included in the glossary. Student attitude® towrds
slang were uncovered through class discussions, v^ilch
t^re kept general a-nd iaforraal.
In thfs second year three separate stjrveys were
made. These involved at moat seventy respondenta ia
five senior classes, wto providecU over 300 additional
ter^ns, Firrt, a aeries of caiestions was asked abotit
their understaitding, use, and invention of slang. Next,
Vm classes were asked to write datv?n any siaug they
acttsally used, iigain with dc^finitiouQ and examples of use.
heedless to say, there were many duolications from the
prsceding y®ar as well as a Quantity of different ter^:ris.
Last, on a separate; day, the studante were given a list-
of all expressions collected in X964 (with Darts of speech
indicat«6d but no definitions). Each was asked to check
the term® he acttjally used and to write "0" after any he
did not recognise. In this ouestionnaire, information
about the currency of t&r\m was sought. In all three
«urv«y8 the students w«re asked to indicate hoy or girl
in order to discover any correlation between slang and
th« sex of it® users, and all responses were made
anonsmsously. In addition, s^nall grmxos of students were
aoked to volunteer to discuss together with the researcher
the words atifcsnitted, their definitions, spellings, pronun-
ciations, and currency* The discusjsion groups, consisting
of no more than sis: students each, met in school but out of
7II. FudagogicAl Ra^nlficatioTis of the Study
A» & pedagogical venture, surveying the students
proved rewarding. The Idea of anonymxwly s\ibmitting
anz siting they used, struck them initially with amase-
mcnt and diAbeli^^f, T© be allowed mch license by a
teacter T.,dthin the claesrooin demand.- d some reasstsraxtcea
that nothing t^-owld be held againet thera, Althongh the
concc^rn escpressed over possible ©ffects on gra:?es, school
records, and college entrance wa® facetiows and jocular,
on© t^onders if such banter betrayed underlying fears and
insecurity towards school and academic eehievement generally.
Fortunately, interest in the project was lively and
genuine, Tlie most frequently mk&d questions were: "'^^hy
are you d.>ing this?" and «?^t vlll b© done with it?"
Although axtosed by the novelty of th© escperience
, the
students ©oo^n s«ttl©d into a serious raood and went about
t-;riting their responses thoughtfully. Occasionally
tittering could be heard, and boys in particttlar took
delight in otitdoing each other, although co^nparlng reanon-
ses was discouraged, A few boys because red-faced as they
v/rote, but the girls seemed quite contained and even passive.
One strident neglected to write "boy" on his paper, and
vjhen asked to identify it (even though only a fragrr<eTit of
witing was revealed), he became distressingly enbaraGsed
and, roseate, '•inally admitting its authoretiip, he co^.entcd
8to himself, "Oh, yot3*v« got to face reality."
%e experience desuanded an mimaskltig of self and an
honesty ^^aich wmsi both difficult and salutary? it is
ftoteworthy that this Isoy was one of th« first to
mteer for the groxip discussions. Altho^^gh boy® dis»
played the most ei^thtisiaam for the i^rojcct, several
seeming to hawj e3cp«ri«tic«d salaeioua thrills theretjy,
soBM girls showed great concern., (me took it unon her-
self to vaeet with, friends out of school and, on her ovm,
collect a list of slang i^ich sh« pr&Bented the next
morning, /pother girl, realislno that h®r boy friend's
nationality back??round mi^rht orovide the source of an
unidentified, ar>par«ntly indelicate term., nxsbad out to
hi® car at the close of school and casic back breathlessly
uith the needed definition^
Most interesting were th© discxjssion groups ^ which
wer« planned with the approval of the d«oartmnt ohairtnan
and the school principal. There was no nrobletn in soli-
citing volunteers, and after the first sessions even raore
stwlents 0XpT&mmBd interest tn particinating^ A few
students prestmafoly entered the groups "to leam'*; sorac
were 5?otivated by a spirit of advtsntnre or seemingly self-
asstired bravado; most, however, volunteered out of a
sincere desire to aeeiet. During the disetissiona, some,
espftcially girls, found that they were <|uite ignorant
of many of th® ter-ns stibmittod by their clasaraates, and
9their initial, aseuswd "sophistication ' aoon crtjmbled.
When faced with being analytical about what otherwise
would be sensitive, e.ibaraasing, and «ven taboo, all
b«earae objective, sincere, and diacernincr. Boys showed
liticle reltictance to discuss and exceeded the girla in
ease and candor even vrfth a fenale onestioncr, their
Fnglish teacher. They aetxially took on a chivalric,
alrriost parental concert!. All seriouanc&s, they were very
responsible and eager that each terra be imderstood correctly.
Possibly they were flattered that they were recognised as
having exclusive and valuable knowledge to tran««lt to
the teacher. In dealing with slang v/here indelicaeiea and
sex'ual references were involved, they became straight-
forward to the point of being clinical. At the side of
such serioiistnesi;, there was good^nattirfed argument and
teaaing among thera, especially when any one orotested
ignorancf?. or claimed authority about a given ter?t», .'erisive
nationality labels and similar maledictions often «:ave
rise to such playfulness.
As a learning e^r^crience, the slang discussions were
salutary. Apart from prov3.ding the opportunity of first-
hand observation and participation in an academic project,
the diecussions made the students nreciae in their thinking
aiKl discri!iiinating in their definitions. Since they were
dealing with fa<nilar and often personal subject matter,
easily, who are othei^wiee not especially carjable verbally,
showed unprecedented ability to classify and find differ-
10
entiae. Forced t<» be critical and articulate, they
revealed an innate s«nsitivi.t:f to language, miance of
meaning, and appropriateness of context. If nothing
elsfe gained these mmls, surely they were valu-
able as n^dia for developing language avaren^sa and
vigoroiia discussion.
Possibly the student codperation in suc5i efforts
arises fTot, rapport teuilt np ov«r the school y«ar bctwet^n
teacher and classes. Hoi.-ever, one mispect« that in the
disc^assions, at least, the itamediate apopoaeh of the
^
researcSicr 1® paramount to success. 3hoim respect and
tt^st, studsnts assume responsibility readilyj just
important i® th« researcher's attitude toward their
language. Objectivity and a sense of hxxm^r combined with
a lack of ahock, etfoarras^ent, censure, and "carry-over"
to the classroom evoke eoi^pcration and response. Stich an
attitude seems best conveyed by purmiing each term honestly
v^ithout evasion. By going throngh the e-^ressions alpha-
betically, even raechanically, m impersonal approach is
esiphasised. 'ilie researcher* 3 enunciation of the terms
and dc^finitiona in an 0b..jective manner induces student
confidence in and rcsoec*- fc-^ t^- ^miect. As evidence
of such results, the foli;.:.wing incident occurrad, a teach-
ing colleague td.th trtiom some of the participating attjdenta
met later, indicated that they ^,terc much impressed by
the researclt^r'a «toing." The stixdcnts admitted that
there were smm terms whose cornplete Meanings they did
II
not dar.. revc^alj yet vl^n the researcher read them these
me^mings, th^^y respacted her unexpected knowledge;
-She
di<M't pull any punches," they reported.
In talking about their slatig, Rtt,dent« are talking
abmit «ve:n«cilwe. :heir need and desire to co^mit^icate
their special vorl.t i« evidenced in their viUiT^gness and
inhibition v^lien provi<led the opr^ortvmity for purroscfui
discussion. Since «l.v«58t m embarracssient ensued during
the intervie^^, it appears tlmt open discussion provides
a healthy release. Although ao:^e atudeuis probably
asmarned a guise of sophisticated nonchalance, others ^xo
WExe initially imeafiy were soon Gontaim«.d. Hot a f^v
ae^d «,,ifficiently inured to their vocabulary as to be
unperturbed by it. Pos.ibly tl^ maturity of sorue students
in. this venture resulted from a sense of importance; they
may have felt dignified by th€^ serious inter«iet h^ing
talcen in their vocabularies and the preoccupations reflected
therein. Furtherniore, whatever ia ribald, raalevolent, or
downright obscene is undercut and utterly vitiated through
serious investigation and ob.1ectiv« verbalisation, /Despite
some play
.:d:th the situation, the over^;helrd.ngly sincere
response of those involved indieatee that adolescent*
appreciate their x^orld beit^ talten seriously without cen-
sure, for their slang is clearly a triost intiraate, exclusive,
and characteriatic manifestation of themselves. To deal
with it is, in many instances, to bret^k barriers and reach
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.realities conc.-.t«t»ing them and their Ixwe. realities of
w^.ich ftveit they are often i^tjax^mre. '^-c:'- sanaing
sophistication,
.^.uaed or real, contr^ats ironically
with th^ restrict^Klneais of th^ir callow, ins-alar t.orl^,
for th€ir slang r^„fle«t^ lis^nited Ir^terests and al^omds
n ,a<-R rrivr.a.
.he-r xg-aorance of each
other's
-yocabui&r-y a-a well as n?ore norananly known teras
iBiiicatea sigBlfiQatjt'gap^^, for xAxat they do not !:not7 Is
M iraport^t as wh.at they do know,
--i:^.-N.iduaiiy and
e^llectively, xn svrwying th«ii-« speech, Rtor« than lin-
gttistic infortaatioti abotst adoI«sc*^iat« r^-gulta, b^^n
slaag whi#t has fn..i^rd«a them Is displayed m^l^md,
there is isadc p..=3aible a cofflavmicaiion aud liberating of
theragelve« i^j a apparently Tiot experiesiced li«ratoforc
in a school situation*
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III, Some Gonclneiona Concerning tlm Vocabulary Collected
In a recent article atxjut current campnB slang.
Lawrence Poston distinguishes three vocabulary grtm^ing«
vmch ere uaeful to this investigation: (i) «iang shared
by ««to8t speakers, a general and notably «^xual vocabul.^,«
(2) "a vocabulary relating to schoolt«>rk a«d to campus
social life i« gemral,'- and (3) 'Specialised vocMarim
within cajpu» groups (sororities, frati^mitie^, t^ctoical
fields).- In the l^n^maclov collection, the vocabuleiry
i« almost exclusively of th« first typ®. Specialised
tei-ms are. rtoticeably lacking; for instance, there are no
^rds for persons, places, or activi.ties in the local
CouTOity or even in the school itself, t^th the possible
®3Ccer>tion of a fev m,rdB %*ich pertain to test-talcing.
The preponderance of "general" slang and established
vocabulary is countered only by occasional pri%'ate slang
and nonce escpressions
.
Many ^rds of relative infreouency
are also of the ^'general" variety and sem largely to be
left-overs which moat students regard as outi^ded.
J^^mver, words like assrliole, chicken , fink, fruit , and
SDiCjt^ich older spealr.ers recognise as "their" olang^have
acquired new raean inge and associations — a fact xThich
indicates that some niorpher.^es perpetuate thentselves at the
slang level while undergoing ae^'^antic transformation.
Noticeable also in the collection are the nej^lij^ible
instances of pt^fanity. We can conclude that cither their
14
«g« or a pervasive secularism or both account for this
mmmitif, indifference to matters sacred,
To a degree, the slang submitted reflect® peculiarly
teenage concerns: dandnaff, wool clm^ps on s..eatera,
acne, alWncea (wn^y), driving, sports, and school,
achievent^nt. Bo^s sho^ a Hv^l,^ i^ter^^t in auto.«bil«s
and driving? sp^ed, spectacular maneuvering, and accidents
find several tarms. many of ^Ich have precedents in
earlier "hot rod" slmg, m a 1954 study, Mansell md
Kail li«t ^several words t.4iieh appear in the 1964-65
Longnjeado.^ surveys.
.w.g thm are tmrn out, floor , fcoer.
to: £ «triE. gee! gut, run, sgin out, aud total .^ Girls*
interests are reflected in ^rds for m^at^r clu,im@
and hair- setting i?aplements (picks ).
School activity ie seen iu a T^reoecupation with test-taking
aad failure; sentence examples also reflect this concern.
There is widespread emphasis on social accentance,
^?hich, of course, implies an underlying rccuire-ncnt of
conformity to group standards of behavi.or and appearance,
The glossary recorda numerous words relative to peer
acceptance: exclamations, of disap-.roval, derisive male*,
dictions, alxiKive names, and rude distnisaalg comprise th«
largest ««g^ent of the vocsirmlary^ Derogatory words far
outnutjber those of admiration and th^^® indicate critical
»
«ven crxtel c^cclusiveness in the teen world. Uket^nLge,
several corasnon derisive words relative to race and nation-
ality appear (coons, kike,
.gnic, swede, ^j,), vd'dle others
15
ISiea^, hairdo. Jig, spe,ar chucker ) to have
restricted currency even among those who submitted them.
The vocabulary also reveals a significant emphaais
on exr,Brisa^ation with adult behavior, the exciteramtt
and risks of prematur« and consequently irref5.sensible
advent^lre. Se^. licuor. and^law-breaking long domin-
^t mxhj^ct matter for alan,/- ar« well-established
inter€3ta in the lives of th^ students surveyed. Several
terms relate to police and the law? n,any ^or^ concern
drinking and prociiriug liqttor. S^monwas for "drunk" ar«
amng the. best knowi and most used words; more than 70%
of boys responding to the currency survey of 1964 words
nmd plastered, ^toned, £loH^, bprgfoed. high, av.d crocked
,
while the same percentage of girle acknowled^jed borabed
.
Mi^. k>S!m* Of all the wrds fro^ tl>e 1<?6« list,
boo^ wag the best known asiotig boys and occured in 70% of
the girls* responses. A senee of bravado is apparent in
the use of fig:. Ek>rrowed from the slang of dope addiction,
it ia generaliKed to rsean anything t^tich gives stitmlation
3uch as an alcoholic drink.
Sex interest ranks very high in the vocabulary collected,
especially in that eubniitted by boys. Several teras relate
to dating, and many refer to sex play and intercourse.
There ia a discernible trend towk*.w« j" aras using obscene expres-
sions in iTiore generalised, raerely derogatory senses j for
instance, aa8_^hple. and »uck are currently used for fpol
Screwed U£. fucked u^, and sucked up_. all anala-
mviB to up,, convey p^Tsonality disturbance and
consequent social Inacceptance. Many synonytBS occur
for thfi genitals, and these too ar« oft«n generalised
in actual uses Itence as?t can me«i girl and
-orick can
««an boy. though abusively. Whgr« and £lu£ are usrmlly
used as sitTn^le maX«dietiona ^thowt literal d^otatlve
reference. Interestingly, the vocabtilary and group dis-
ctissions indicate the inci^easing pomtlarlty of eschibi.
tioni^m. A fad ^th decided psychological imt^licationa,
it is wAl r®i>rescntad in sew^ral ter.i,s for exnoerirc by
bi3y»' dro7>|,ing the tro^iscra and girls' raising the skirt.
I^her, the 1965 survey shows an increased mrareneas of
Iioiviosejmality. A laajority of students recorded at least
on« ^rd relative to it. and of the sUng fram the pre-
tWBding y®ar, gii^ir ranked highest now in usa among th©
girls* It «as the only word wiiich attained 90% cijrrency
among those mjrvcyed; among boys, between 80S and 85%
acknot-riedged its nse. l^ot a single st:tident, boy or girl,
failed to recognlEe it? yet in disatssion the students
indicated that the terra U m©«t often generalised as an
abusiv*© <?nalifieation.
Iv. stndyi.ug th«s carry-over of slang from high school
to college. Poston has observed two aeniantic processes
evident in tim slang collected i "e»ne is a shift from
particular, specialised r3e.mings of cor-tmon wrd.s (especially
^rda rcfeti'lng to sax) to raorc general and even innocuous
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meanings Although^^the original obscene meanixig. is
not necessarily lost" with such terms, their use ia
apparently enjoyed as a densonstration of "laattirity,"
"sophiaticetion," and brawado. Lil-^m.B&, "a simultane-
oue semantic shift from the general fco the particular,
a narrowing to taboo rm&nings for hitherto innocuous
words or phrases, tends to occur in the student's speech,"
reflecting, "as a rule, a greater fjubtlety of reference
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sex-tial raattcrs." i^ticeable in the written and dis-
cussion responses was the students' tendency to neutralise
obscene terms sudt as pother fucker and sucked ug;
concomitantly, the students ascribed nhysieal connotations
to neutral Gxpresnions* For instance, casual notice of a
lost bracelet charts, a heart with keyhole, gave rise to
Sim feSZ in the Iceyhole (to have intercourse). Every-
day classroom occurrences of this typ© au?:sport Foston»s
concern that "any cowaon ter,a will f^tl long be safe for
use,"
Tone is another important aspect of adolescent slang.
Many escpressions exhibit a conscious playfulness that
betrays a deliberate desire for effect ajid the pre-erainence
of the speaker's attitude, Facetiougness is evident in
such expressions as Are ^on for realV or watch the suLyvtarines
(to park on a date). Irony is oftc^i conveyed by terras
ttoat are used sarcastically in a sense opposite frosa their
denotations, standard or slang; for eKamole, chuckles,
£i2JI®» 'i-yi-<ik ont, nice, s^.ringer. wiriner.
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\s already noted, an air of bravado is assuraed
obscene »r indelicate referents are ximd in mild
generalised ways. Soticeable is the dfaiberate ealti-
tmtlon of the obscene, For instance, A^ng terms col-
lected in 1965, the follot-ring mhstrntiv^B are all used
aft ratfs«r gett^ral maledictions} yet each is obscene or
taboo in it® umi&l denotation i aas^hole ^ bastard, bitch
.
22^ aiBl iB^m.* .dip.- shit, hot-sKit. tnother
£H.fe£. 2^1^, SiiilSSH^ber, suc^, and Cotsmon is
the intmisifying wse of a®^ in the adjective comtxjtmds
»^ aa® and co£l g^a, l&arlier "hot rod" slang again
provides pv^m^ts for this uaage.' Mansell emd Kali
f-ecord hm^ ags ("to travel at a high velocity") atid tear
is ***"—
"
fts» ("to drive fast or recklessly"), aiie current tens®
Ootild possibly have been fonaed by malogy to these,, as
appears likely in vie%? of the pr&mncm of other "hot rod"
slang in the vocabulary collected. Preoeeupafcion with
the buttotdf-s ant? anus la exemplified by asg-hol®, broad.
Bte.^ 9l. ass, oiece of t&iX^ aponia^_^ throi^ a moon, throw
^B) IlSirJXS.. tail afj ^^1.1 as in the numerous dismissal
analagous to show it u£ your ass, the eophasis on rejec-
tion, t»?ith its su-ggestiow of rigid group and private norrns,
is again apparent in the <|«antity of abusive maledictions
involving obscenities, all of which are exTsrcssive of
disapproval, refusal, and auger.
Akin to the bravado and hyperbole of luialedictlona
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is the tendency towards e.-^ag,^reration, as in such cxpx-ea-
Sions as the SS<|, having a cow, riotous « sla^, t/ickcd
.
and
-
' .-^bulpiis (fantastic + fabulou*). Hyperbole ia
laost apparent in counter-words, h often strain after
effect. Because th»y generalise to such an extent that
tliey can be
-ase.i with little attention to context, these,
perhaps sxjora than other teres, are constantly being
supplanted by ever laore striking ascaggerations. Most of
these eounter-vords all express excellence to so'ue degree:
]22e£f ^t&biilcMS, fun, funky, ^ar, great, kj^
^ich. shar^, apiffy
. smlt, tough.
Some tenas r«ly on tiri.'evstatenient for effect; for
ewaaiple, oth^ Gotrnter-wor^is also expressive of excellence:
aS^, snd white, To indicate either genuine
hilarity or, sarcastically, tlj^ lack of it, sttidcnts employ
such undersi-atements as chuckles, funny mtch, many laughs.
Lilccwise, th« suffiK —md a half is added to intensify,
«s in ar©at-and a half. Although adolescent slang usually
'^^(MWifets in very direct, unnri stakable references to the
indelicate and taboo, the process of substitution does
occur in several euphemis-ss, rnany of which are pro?:>ably
unnoticed as such by their users. ^Jome exayiples are:
cripes « Christ
^o^down have intercoursejuice liquor
make out engage • ' .-.y
nice rrirl a s«?orr A
s^is Jesus
the trick iititc-rcourse
In addition to covtntei'-vords and obscenities, other terns
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iliuaitrate the processes of genefaliaattott and a^elicr-
atl<stii, A word like apagtiC y €or insffcance, has loot
ttB rcst;rlcted rjxedical meaning and liaa td.dened its
applicability to any lack of cofJrdirt^tio'n or skill,
Kowevcir aiild. As already discuea«fed, many er-rDi-essioYis
of tha^ obscene and taboo variety gain bj^ such goTierali-.
zatioti, but others too irivprove in coxinotation within the
adoleocent level of slang; for exarsj.T>le, boss.
,
hyrdc
,
sharp
.
hfiich of the ffiffectivensiss of slang results frosn Ita
fig>iratiw jseanlng and resulting irony. So many terms are
figurative that one could alcrsost classify slang as a level
of metaphoriciil speecU, As the eollcsction indicate®, most
slang netaph^r ejcpreisses novel, Ttritty, and acid comparisons
to the physical vfovld and sensations, I'oat r-elationships
are obviowa, like chicken , rapon , rat. Others are obsciired
by their reliance on pre-ejcisting alang: tsihose lucaning has
been obliterated by generalisation or is known only to
initiates. One such term is fruits- calce <a police car;.
In the sstUilfiint definition aiabmitted, it ia explained as
"nnts inside a cherry on top." The definition ia
closely vclated to tlie slang phrase nutty as (or nuttier
than ) a fj-giit cal.-e , caeaning extremely nutty (eccentric,
foolish, 3tut>id). The analogy is laade ^rc j^raphic by
allasioti to the "cherry on top," the red light atop a
police car. ^mother term that involves taultiple association
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is tht corrcntly Tx>r?itlar cotmter-wrd lafftt, Ae otic
fltu<3«nt point4j.d out, it au^geate th« U. Hint and
«int flavor. If uo, then the latter vould auf^fcst a
ia«taphorical analogy to the slan^ cool (excellent,
current) and corabitws with the w»r,isiaatie-ohilatelic
terja condition reinforced by current, especially
adolelcent interest in collecting, Another such meta-
^» Jallbait (a girl under aiKtcen), escplaincd by
"IS vill ^et you 20, prosieciiity with a f^irl under
si;<teen will result in ttv-enty years' is^ipriaomncnt.
In oresenting their definitions and escarnolcB,
students were capable on the whole, iio^'ewr, aavftral
encountered difficulty in eoclling their vocabulary^ and
mny were a rused at having to consider the word«s in ^-rrit-
t«n form. I'helr slang is alroost e^fclusively oral, a«
witnessed further in the. variant spcllinga fitubinitted for
ii>dividual terms. Of expressions recorded more than onca,
there ymB vi.d^apr^ad agreefaent as to meaning and ujs«,
SoiT-e students hedged and were clearly cu^jhemiatic as the
later discuesiona revealed, but others sho^/ed daring and
braggadocio* Only a few c:camplca had to be discarded for
lack of definition — a fact which points to the acceesi-
bility and easy understanding of slang ansong those wiio
use it. ihc definitions thenselves nrovided an illusiina-
ting side-light J users define alang by slang. One student
even nientioned this as characteristic, and the responses
over^Thelmingly^hin^, out. The predominance of slang
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definitioi-is i^xild seem to inply (i^ tliat its esoteric
character recyiiire© that elang be guarded by slang, (2)
that its particxslar nuattce is di^stroyed in conventional
vocabulary, and (3) that it is s«lf-gftTi«r&tlng because
it is somhow in-nately incongruous or ineopt^tible with
standard STjcech,
Sttident attitudes atid o'nservations abov,t slang w.re
instructive, for their insights in to the natiire of their
TOcabulariea wer« as apt as many found in scholarly studies,
ji^pparetitly alaisg is well v;nd«rstood as « level of lanf^Uv^??©,
for no student failed to ^naOte bq^m response, sxtd no oue
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's^as xgTiorant of the terra, On^ stnident, imdoubtedly the
oldest araop-g tho»« eu,rveysd, hae been totally deaf
sinc« birth and largely e^^cated at a scbx>ol for the d&stt^
subtaitted foiir exaiBpies lerith th« explanation: "I do not
usse slang words siost of thM tinie, Hy ^jarents for-bid mtt
to say slang vords. I <k>ii't know' gome slang xjords."
In addit3.on to having an atsareness of alen^, atiidcmts enjoy
it. In the 1965 written mj^stionuairc given to 20 girls
and 4<S boys, only 10 stydeat® (7 boys and 3 girls) esrpreasad
« diffliike for slanyr. Th.air criticio»*ys betrayed cither a
prosicriptive attitude towards Isngtiag© and behavior or
else an implicit admission of their own social difficulties:
(1) **So aMiny words today ar® givsn a different n^eaning
and raany tl -ee -w^ i^r^^t r-c^^-^v :^rat yoxi are saying,"
(2) "psany people hmm misunderstood my ua« of slang and
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may have been offended," (3) it rnalces a newco':usr "not
feel like part of the ciictue." Although acwral students
thought of slavig as the ungraf-xnatical, of them
associated it -dth the indclicale and ral:oo, as is borne
out iti the- cfuantity of obscene slatig ffulxaittcd as well as
in the questionnaire rcsr^onae* and ditjcuaaions. Two
students indicated that elan,?' aometin^s "gets disrating"
and "often sounds unnatural a..id affected," but others
praised it as more "oxrircssive" tliari standard English,
Of those respondiiig, only 6% of the total (2 boys and 3
girls) clait^ftd that they "rarely^ nned plans, anu onxy
three of these expressed actiaaX dislike for slang. All
others checked occasional and frequent use,
Why do adolescents li]<G slanf and usejjjso rr,i7Gh: 'Itiey,
perhaps better than their superiors, unsicrstand sov.e of
the fimdatserital lan^^agc and co.;i'^unication needs for %A\ich
slar;g provides!
<1) a ereativQ jaediuia ("Coining wprds is fun,")
(?) originality ("It gives you a vrny of expressing
yourself which is often unicruc,.,")
(3) interest ("It rives color and variety to the
lsn*j?Aaj^c." "Conventional lan:ruage is
atale with the same wrds, but slang is
f-et'h an ' nev, Xt e' or-c feeling
through interesting , ajje,")
(4) empliasi* ("it adds variety to everyday stitua-
tions, and it puts ernphaaia on ccirt^dn
sitruatione,")
(5> freedo«a froas proacriotxons ("It i«, for nie, a
form of ^e sea ni an, witJwut upholding any
graijKiatical rules, I can laaderetand and
be understood aaiong frienda," "I do not
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always Like to be prim and proper*
^-.lien I sm mth my friends, I mxjoy
&&t±tig just my agfe aad »o were**')
(C) expediency and concision ("It s&vfea ti"ie."
' It is a shorter way of getting a point
.
imd becauae it is to sonie extent
p:- :.- v.. .;e' language Pit] sisaplifies
csonvfersatloTi*'*)
<7) social idGRtification <"It ermblea my group
of friends to express therasclves so
that only we krzov xvbat they are tail ing
abo'tt.^' "It seesis to be a force xvhich
Pf. partiqipants in a caoTiveroation
closir becauee slmig lias, ustially, a
move precise xissaning to the \jser than th«
•standard* term," "It provides a basisby which individuals car}, identify thcni»
selves with a {p-oup*")
<8) flexibility ("It is versatile j a slang word
tmy be usad, in many different inataneefi
an<i mma many different ideas*")
<9) hvmov ("It is a SKsurce of laiLghs bctwsen|>©opI««" "/kiy given froi-d in slang is
mbigiiousj iy.it some elan<? because of its
ambiguity is ha:.floro'aE,")
(10) appropriate eaepr«8aion ("It .fits situations-
occupations^ or tiaies**')
(11) esepletivea Cnt^aen T can't think of a proper
word to use, I can fill the space with
slang,**)
(12) euphemism C'*If one wants to sav something
which iro't exactly decent/ slang can
often cover up the. real Rieaning,")
For these and the majority of studc^nta, slang is not only
a permissible level of usage but a welcor?.e, aif^nificant,
and neces.Rary one. As on© boy auiisraarized, "'.ihile it flight
be damaging to th© Isrsguage, it nevertheless cotn^-stmicates
a ?neaning better tlian ordinary lanjcuage, and co;maunication
after all is the prlae purpose of lan^iuage,"
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Other observations were also revealing. The stvtdents
recoifnlsGd that indiv5.diaal xfovds t?er« hard to define
becfmse of their varying miancea, th&t so«ne worsts wear out
^«»t, that imch slang duplicates e?d.sting slang, and that
slang vocabularies ar© differentiated according to the sex
of the wser, they pointed out that the "fnaiet, intellec-
tually sophisticated" student does not use slang rmch, but
as they grew older, they T^ere ufling alang more. Although
some mentioned their parents' slang, they tended to asso-
ciate it with their own age group j they added that the
presence of brothers and sietera at hone was condticivc to
lean-ting and using slang. Several ter-.ns were scorned as
'*u®ed only by little kids" — junior high school pupils —
and certain teras were recognised aa differin;* in popular-
ity at^ong the four grade level® witM.n the high scliool.
Moat students agreed that their use of slang larfrely
confined to conversation xd-th their friends* Although
some restricted its u«e to only their clojsest friends,
others indicated that they would use it Tolth anyone. Only
nix out of 66 fiald that the alsng they knew they would
uae with their fa;nilies} in addition, due ijtudcnt K»entioned
using slang vjrith his father, another mentioned hie working
as'isociates, and another, his hobby asfjociateak* Many students
reeogniscd that the use of slang is governed by social
context. One girl said that she wuld use slang "with
anyone if the tine and place is right." A boy cov.)iaented
tlmt hia of "vulgar slang ie rir.8tricted to close
friends,/* Paradosricalljr, one jrirl wote. 'n-rany tiiaee
I use alang in my speech ^ril:hot.it even realising it,"
In th« gmup dlscusfiiotis and it^ so^ne of the written
r«s?K>tigea, students acknowledged that some slang should
not be nsml with the opp^nit^ sex.
.^though girls spoke
of &oim terms as
-boys» ^rds," especially thoae with
the most indelicate references, they also admitted that
e^m theaselves stich tmrds might be used, (Me ^irl
wote, «.Wtirt!^s I can r^sally egress myself better [in
slang] bwt only ^ith other girla. It seems v^ry degrading
with the opposite «e5cV* The reader is not emite sure
^ther she ^mm® boys* slang is df-grading (Sr whethcsr a
girl's use of slang Mth boya is <ilegrsdingj at all ewnts,
«he do«5« understand a differentiation according to the
sex of tl^ «p«aker, Kwn
-thouj^h far mere boys than girls
^m-m mirv^yed, meh. a differentiation sxpry^ara to er^-lst.
^i^g 19G4 wrds whose u»e ^;as atiknowledged by 70% or more
of the boys, several achieved enieh less popularity with
the aavim percentage ©f girle: cog, brown nose , plastered .
££2md.
.kroad, flowed, blaat, ha.ng around, hot. co^l,
SmBh* Sm}£.f M^re, crag, crocked, fuag. gn-ifoby
^
of a»£, screc^ «E, ^MSS. (throT^) the boll ,
^^rda of emial currency *jraong the girls but not aclinowl^
edged by the same percentage o'f boys included butter ^
B. SSEf ili^- 2St of i|:, bad. nevs> ^dinner, barf, beauty.
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M asa^t IBS. off.» loaded^ nic©. fhirty-one exprea-
sions attained 70% or rnore acknowledgement by boys a«
cor^BT^d vrtth 21 t^^rrrts aclmowledged by tliis sattie percen-
tage of girls stirveyed. It is interfsting to note that
of these, 6 boys' words pertain to the opposite sex,
^'hile in th® same category none of the girls' words do.
In the slang tsollected both years, boys' worda for girls,
especially derogatoi^y and abitsivc words, far exceed
girls*
-words for boys,
'i.'hcn asked to account for their first hearing and
naing their sUng, most eUidents v;ere at a loss. {>nly
a few specific persons and pl&c&s could be recalled aa
"firsts"* Of the 66 njost recently mrv&y^d In this regard,
only 3 omitted mention of their friends and^/or clasamates
m the source, of their slanjr, btit their responses t^re
very general and inclusive. Mditional sources were x-wrk
associates, family, teara-tnates, older bi-others and sisters,
hobby contacts, television, and visita to other schools,
colleges, and vacation areas, .although no one recorded
r<>ading as a source of slang, some students agreed that
their lanr^ua^e patterns were raost accurately rcproriuced
in J, D, Salinger's Catcher In the Rye
.
When oiiestioned about the invention of slang, 20
students (6 girls and 14 boys, 30% of each frroup) claimed
to have created original escpreasions, so^rse of which already
anneared in the slang collected the previous year as well
as in standard slang collections. Howvcr, other apparently
origltiaX slang ©xeraplifie» tsome cliaracteristic slang
processes:
(1) RTiCtaphor
GOPi«ai, An ugly ^irl,
NAV? BlX'fe., MastyI unfair; cruel.SQUE^, Ahiimature, especially short boy.
(2) exitvhf'Tiiam
0 rii UjuSHU = 0 ?!3y Lord!
(3) pi'soiieti.c play
my,i*S THAT EOO: lOim SOCSCS? Ilow does that
seeia to you?
(4) coitiing
DXl>»ILY«BOF, Atiyom, in<iefinitely,
FEWBIE, a. A hmirX^T^
» E" ^^fiyone, inik;finutely«
ilFIED, adj* Pull; stuffed after a meal.
(5) anaiagy
OmROiB!/ Dissolve!
DRIVE 151* A TALL mfiE/ drive up a wall
(6) extenssion of existing tenns
G8.080SITY^ 'fhe raarmer of a grub.
3a>PA0K, n* A group of attractive" girls ; ^lAi&t
is "scoped"! i.e., looked at,
OtAme teraie which way also be orlgiRai and are very restric-
ted in tisag® are collected in Part B of the Glossary,
along with expressions tshich, for one reasjon or another,
do not enjoy siuch currency. For couvetdence, cross-
references to the8« relatively infrecfuent synonyiaa are
provided in Part A, that collection of terms in general use,
Tha world of the adolescent Is clearly ST-holized
in his slang, how&m.r disturbed and disturbing that world
may fo«, Tlte abundmice of expressions, both in the
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collective and private vocabularies of its users,
attests to the ii^portance of slatig in fulfilling the
exprcsoiw and consmnicative weeds of hi^h school
students today. The e:mberance of their spe.ech, its
bravado and exaf^geratlon, reflect the i,-.mattarity of
its creators and their desire to imitate and even si^r-
pass the adult cor^rmnity as they perceive it in its rnost
dangerous, adventu,^0or-,e, and shocking aspects, lltat so
mxch of their slang U
-generar- tMle undergoing semantic
rnodification as th^jy uee It, parallels their de«ix-^ to
IfVos-'-ess the established yet introduce innovation.
Althoxigh irregular <3ocial behavior and pra.-iscuity,
feig:ned or real, are clearly reflected In the current
collection, mch of their slang points to rigid fffroup
standards and conventions, the slightest infraction of
«hi«h reeulta in ridicule and rejection, atrrent adoles-
cent slang reflects a com-lex end contradictory teen
wrld in language which itself combines, paradoxically,
defiance to st:andard with uniformity of acceptance.
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IV. h QlOSQhSn OF CURSKKI* ADOLBSC51IT SIMSG
A. Words ana Bxpresalona in General lElM
AOS, aj4j » B3«»Xl«nt. Syn. BALSY, BOSS, COOI,, COOI* ASS.
FAKEftBULOtJS. rUffinr. gear, OREAT. HAIRV, KHiG, MIST, HBAT,
RICH. SHARP, SBARPIFIEO, SPIFPY, STUD, SWEBT. SWIFT,
SICCVSIH*. TO? SBBX*F, TOUGH, miTE, WZ^IB XT.
<*«AIGD A KAX^, aqj^fia: . A 3\]^rXative o£ aajectlvos and
adverbs y as OREAT-AHD A HALF, HZC3CBD-AHD A HALF.
AAS^HOLS, a- A £OOX, Syn* DIMGLEBERRY, DIP, DIP-SHIT,
OCm, DRIP, FINK, OOC»I, GOEIP, IDIOT, JSBK, LOKK, LOIilK-
HEAD, mjBD, NUT, SAP, SHKUCK, SWEDE, STUUOTCH, WOMBAT*
zx».
ABE, a. A girl, Sya. BSOAD, CUWT, FOX, MOFF, PIECE,9im OF ASS, PZECS OF TAIL, PUSSY, OUIFF, ^ ^
BAD SCSIfS, 1},. Whatever is undesirable. Cf. GOOD BBWS. ^
BMS, An older, especially a sloppy woman. Syn. BAG.
^BH^^^i JU & fil* ^* Testicles. 2. Couratjw. "Be*s .
got a lot o£ balls. " syn. STcaiss.
BAI96, To have intercourise , O/yn, DIP THE WICK,
GET BEKT, GO DOMB, PUT THE KEY IH XSmOE, (DO THE)
TRICK.
BKBP, & TO vomit. /J;
BASTTwRO, jg. A nasty ox nean person, usuailly a male. c£. .
BITCH, Syn. CKt»3S, FIKK, LOUSE, MAGGOT, PECKERHEAD, P J-
PRICK, SAT, RAT FI»K, STXHKBR, SUCK.
^
»BAVH»» £t. Female pubic hair, see TlOtOW A BBAVBR. Syn. ^Kf^
PBRM.
BITCH, St. A mean or nasty person, usually a fesuae. Cf.
BASTARD.
BLAST, A good tiraey a wild, exciting event, especially S ^
.
a party, see HAVE A BALL. Syn. SLAM.
BLQ9?t Z'JL' A- To laave ^uicdcl^^y, usually in a car. syn. fZ/jf/'^
BURB OUT, CUT OUT, FLEE TBZ SCBBB, LAY A STRIP, LEAVE
BUBBER, PEEL OUT, 3P1B OUT. 2. ^.jt^. To have oral
intercourse •
^
BX^ JOB, ^. oral intercourse. C£. AROtmo THE WORLD, ^
emm, mm job, ream job, sikty-hine.
BOD, Q,* Body, syn. PBRSOIALITy, UHIT.
-^,,> wM
BOMB, v.j^, TO drive about, especially fast.
'
BOMBBdT adl. Drunk, syn. BUCKED, CROCKED, FLQATIMG, FLY-
me, GASSED, GOMNBD, HAPPY, HIGH, LOAI^, PLASTERED,
PLOWED, SHITFACED, SMASHED, STIFF, STONED, WIPED OUT. TiU*< ^
BOMB^QiB) (AIU>USiD) . v^. ptff . Driving about vith no particular
'
destination. sy». WAIL AROUHD. r^y^
BOOBY, B* pJ^ay« ospecially about the breasts, Syn. 1KK9KY.'
B008S, fl. Li^r. Syn. JUICE, KNICK-FER-KI»DER. r,«»or''^ ,^
BROAD, B. A girl. syn. BABE, CUNT, FOX, MUFF, PIBCB, '
^
PIECE OF ASS. PIECE OF TAIL, PUSSY, QUIFF. (-
BRQ^IE, n. An ingratiating person, syn. PUDGE FACTORY* 5 ^ •
SHITGB^BBBR.
^^CMroy!^]roa3B^' ^ ingratiating. 8yn, BUTTER UP,
BUBBLB-GUM MACHIME, n. The light on top of a police car.
^ annoy > to bother, syn. DRIVE OP a wall.HAUHT, PISS OFF, RIDE, TICK OPP.
BURH, n. An impossibility or excessively difficult
situation, especially one that Is damaging or unfair.That test was a burn." syn. PISSER.
17Zv:'^:^^ ^ *° difficult as to be damaging.BURH OUT, v.i. To put a car In gear, apply the brake,
accelerate, then release the brake, syn. LAY A STRIP
^I£AVE RUBBER, PEEL OUT, SPIH OUT.
BUTTER UP, v.j^. To be ingratiating, sya. BROWH WOSE.CABDY, PUDGE.
C, A. abby
.
Candy ass; cool ass.
CMgEKt v.t. & I. To be Ingratiating (usually said of aboy In relation to his girl friend), syn. BROWV NOSE,
BUTTER UP, PUDGE.
GANDiT ASS, fl. 1. A coward; a sissy. Syn. CHICKEB,
2. A boy who Is always with his girl friend. Syn.
PUSSYWHIP. '
Sp,. 1. Cowardly, syn. CHICKEH. 2. Always with one's
girl friend; steady-dating. "John is real candy ass;
he was with her Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday night,"
syn. PUSSYWHIPPED.
CHERRY, fidl. soft; scared. Syn. CAHDY ASS, CHICKEH.
CHICKEN, n. A coward. Syn. CASDY ASS,
adi. Cowardly; scared, syn. CAI03Y ASS, CHERRY.
CLOSE, adj
. wrong (used sarcastically of someone who
makes a ridiculous statement or who gives a wrong
answer). C£. HIC^, T0W3H.
CLUHKBR, n. someone or s<Maething that is inferior or
woirthless.
COCK, n. 1. The penis. 2. A boy (derogatojr^) . syn. HOG,
JOmT, LIZARD, MEAT, MINGUE, PECKER, PRICK, PUT?., SHMUCK.
COCK SUCKER, n. An irritating or despicable person, syn,
CUKT LAPPBR, MOTHER PUCKER.
COQI, a. Money. syn. BREAD, GREEN, SCRATCH, SKIH.
COB, a. One Who wants a date only for sex (usually said
of a boy)
.
"""""•V.t. To seduce. "He conned the girls to go to his bed-
room. "
COOL, adj . Excellent; cvirrent. Syn. ACE, BALSY, COOL ASS,
FASTABUL0U8, FTWKY, GEAR, GREAT, HEP, HIP, HAIRY, KING,
MINT, NEAT, RICH, SHARP, SHARPIPIED, SPIFPy, STUD, SWEET,
SWIFT, SWINGIN*, TOP SHELF, TOUGH, WHITE, WITH IT.
COOL ASS, ad
j
. Exceedingly cool.
COONS, n.£l. Negroes. Syn. BOOGIBS, HEAI», JIGS, SPEAR
CHUCKER3.
COP, a* A policeman. Syn. FLATFOOT, FUS2.
COP CAR, n. A police car. Syn. CAR 54, FRUITCAKE, FUZE-
CAR, PU?.2JM0BILE, SKUNK CAR.
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CRAP. jg. 1. Rubbish. Syn- CBXm, GRIHGE. CRUBBB, ROT,
2. Anything annoying, especially talk that is unbell«v«-
abl«, syn. ROT.
CREEP, fl. An odd ox objectionable person, syn. DBHGm-
SERRY. DIP. DIP-SHIT, PIHK, OOOS, GQRP. W8IRD0. WGMBAT.
CaOAK, v,|.. To die,
CROCKBD. Drank, Syn. BC3I4BBD, BOCIffiD, WJXihTim, VTJg"
ma, GASSED, eosfflfED, HAppy, nmn, loaism). plastsesbd,
PUmPt SHITFACED. ^mSRBD, STIFP. aTOISD, WIPED OUT.
CaiSCO, adi. Fat in the buttocks (uataally said of a boy)
.
CROD, ^. Rubbish, syn. crap, orimsb, grueise, rot.
CKSMB, a* inferior or na»ty, ungenerous person.
syn, BASTARD, BITCH. FIBK, I/JUSS. MAGGOT, PECKERHEAD.
miCK, BAT, RAT FHfK, STBSKBR, 30GK.
Cmft & Si- I. The vagina, Cf* BEAVER, FERB, HAIR-
JPIS* 2. A woman or girl, considered seaeually. syn.
mm, BROAD, FOK, HDFF. PIECE. P2SCB OF ASS, PIECE OF
TAIL, P03SY.
€UIFF. $• Women and girls collectively.
"There was a lot of cunt at the dance." syn. BOGOnn,
CVm LAPPBR, a, m irritating or despicable person.
syn. COCK sucker, mother fucker.
COT OUT. 2;*A* leave rapidly or abruptly, syn. BLOW,
warns OUT, FUSE THE SCB«B, LAY A STRIP, tJEAVB ROBBER,
SSBL OUT, SPI» OUT.
DUID, g. 1. A hoodlum. 2. One who appears MediterRinean.
syn, DO. GREASER, HAIRDO, WOOD, SPIC.
DIP. j^. A dip-shit.
DIP-SHIT, ja. An odd or stupid person, syn. ASS-EOZa,
CREEP, DIMGX^BEBRY. DIP, DC»nC. I^IP. GOOB. GQRP.
GR^LIV, IDIOT, JERK, LXaXK, LUBKRBAD, WSRD, BUT, SIOtUCK,
STUSOTCH, SWBEK, W1M^», WOMBAT, ZXB*
DIP THE WBiac, V. ^t. To have intercourse, syn, BASQ,
&m mm, go doi«n. pot tsb key ih kbyhoijs. (do the)
TRICK,
DO. jn. Hairdo.
DOG. £. A VKsaan %d)o is not sexy. Syn. BAG
DRAG, n. A dull esqperience, event, or person, Syn.
BROO^. RAHOaiAIL.
DRIVE UP A WALL, X* annoy} to bother. Syn. BUG,
HAURT, PISS OTF, rISe, TICK CMPF.
& JL* have an autoRKibile accident, especially
to roTl over the vehicle, cf. TOTAtvBD, WIPE OUT.
^* ^* (abbr .y Q.. A dropping of the trousers,
—-v. To "drop the trousers. Cf, THROW A HOOK, IHRO^ (A)
BED-EYE.
BHD, n. The utnost; the ultistate. "Bte is the end.*
Fi^, i[. A naXe homosexual, syn. FAlRy, FRxmP, GAY bladb,
CmBR, OOEERBAIT, THBEE-DOUAR BILL.
FAGGED (OUT), ad^ . Tired; ejxfhausted
.
FAIRY, 0. A male hotaosexual. Syn. FAG. FRUMP. QAY BLADE,
OUESR, OUEERBAIT, THRZB-DOLU^ BILL.
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'^MoMf* sexually agreaaiva. C£. FOTO-STAR.
JBW, a. ranala pubic hair. ayn. BlAVBR.
s-tJltr^* "?J*Lr"*'"i.**P^^*^^y infoxwar. syn.3TOOZ.IB. 2. An Odd or objectionable oerann OKj*, ^M»>.«.
stimulant, eapeeially a drink.FIAWOOT, n. A policeman, syn. COP. Fussz.
raOR, v.t. To depreaa the gas pedal to the floor.
^ ***** inaction or confusion,
sy^! ^wicK?^"^ WBisBR. sA»ffia> opps.
KtUriCAKB, |i. A police car, syn. CAR 54, COP CAR Ftf27ffliBsmmemzm, skosk car. ^ ^
v.w car. fozzcar.
^* Confuaedi diaturbed in peraonality. avn.SCREIiBO IJP, SUCIOSO OP.
•»»**i;y »y
''^^'bSttI^; ^elioir^* 5S
ingratiating, syn. BROIW »OSE.>^
?r^^E°^.'- ^ specially on the sly,
f^. Ml. Very enjoyable, "we had a fun time.
'
COP~*piATOWr ^
policeman* police, collectively, syn.
FOSZCAR, n, A police car. syn. CAR 54, COP CAR. WKurrcAKit
FOEZHOBILE. SIOIIIK CAR.
v««
,
FRUITCAKE.
* police car. syn. car 54, COP CAR, FRUIT-CAKE. FUEZCAR, BKWK CAR. ' rK X
OARBAOE MOWIH, a* On© given to speaking obscenity, syn.ORAL FILTH, SEWER LIP. TRASH MOUTH, TRASH TRAP.
«^;K;*flSi; aronk. S^, BOMBED, BUCKED, CROCKED, PLOATIIIG,FLY3MG, GOMMEO, RAPPV, HIGH, LOADED, PIASTBRED, PLOWED,ItHmACED, SKASHBD, STIFF, STOSBD, WIPED <KJT.
adj . Hooosexual. syn, mJSBR,
OAY BLADE, A Male hoeioaexual. syn. PAO, FAIRY, FRQMP.Omm, CfUEBRBAlT. 'KIREE-DOLLAR BILL.
C^EAR. Jjgi. Excellent, syn. ACE, BAL8Y, BOSS, COOL, COOL
ASS, FAMTA8UL0US, FUHKY, GREAT, HAIRY, KIMS, MIMT, BEAT.
RICH. SHARP, 8HARPIP1ED, SPIFPY, STUD, SWEET. SWIFT.
SWaiSIH'. TOPSSELF, TOUQH, WHITE, WITH IT,
GET BEMT. X' S^* To have intercourse, syn. BA»G. DIP THE
WICK. 00 Down. POT THE KEY IN THE KEYHOLE, (DO IHE) TRICK.GO 001^, X* Sfhx.' have intercourse, syn. DIP THE wiCK ^
BAIRS, GET BEST. PUT THE KEY IS THE KEYBOUt. (DO THE) TRICK.
GOER. s. Anything or anyone that novas fast. syn. go-go,
MOVER.
60^. a. Anything or anyone that noves fast. syn. GOER.
MOVER. ' *
QOcm GIRL, A girl v^o does not have intercourse on a date.
Cf
. MATO, BICE GIRL.
GOOD MEWS, a. Whatever is desirable, cf. BAD mews.
QOOH. a* An odd person; a fool, syn, ASSHOLE, CREEP, <^^'
DIM8IBBERKY, DIP. DIP-SHIT, DOHK, DRIP, FIHK, OORP, IDIOT,
JERK, hUmt LUHKHBAD, HURD, HUT, SAP, SHtOJCK, STUBOTCH,
smmt WEIRDO. ivimoBR. wombat. ZIB,
GRAB. affect. "How does that grab you?" cf. SIAY.
GREASER, £. One «Alo appears Mediterranean. Syn. DIHO. 00. HAIR-
DO, HOOD. SPIC. |-^„c
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RICH, SHARP, sBftijSS sSwsr 1^ ^^^iJS^^'
MKKAR, Q, 1, Anal Intercourse, svn i»pai» -» «
ci^l'^Irff ^•t„T° '^''^^ ^^'^^ Intercourse.
flurn « A- ^'T' OUSTJf, SKUZS'Y. TORE UP.
GRUBBY, adl. Dirty, nessy. Syn. GROSS, OUSW, SKOZZY. TORE
^11;
CRUBBY, SKUEZY, TORE UP.
C« BOMWT^ milmS ® ^'^^ nothing in particular.
ffi^RiJ n Sif fjf.-. * aloppy woman. Syn.
^Asii, SSor'spfr"' «e<3iterranean. 3yn.^IB0, I^,
HAIRPIE, n. The female pubic hair and vagina. c£ cuiit pkrm
"^J' difficult, co««,licat;3! Cff B^'^"*-2, Excellent. Syn. ACE. BALSY boss ecr»T r»nriT Iico
FAHTABULOUS. FO»S. gSr,^T,^,^S ^T
TOP 3HELP, TOUGH, WHITB, WITH IT. *
i»w*«»XH
,
ROCK, n. A half dollar.
^ atlmulation of the male genitalia, by
ft girl. cf. Btow JOB, ream job,
"^"2*55^' r'^' ^ ^"^^ *^i«»' to loiter. Cf . BOKBIHG.
'^^•^ AROOiD. syn. HfiSS AROUiro.HAUG a TUR» (hams LBFT, KABG right)
, 2.^. To speed arounda fcU*n.
^^^:,-M^'^ Drunk. Syn. BOMBED, BUCKED, CROCKBD, FLOATMG,
li^yS^XJ.^^^^' <»OMMED, HIGH, LOADRD, PTASTBRBD, jSowS?SHITFACED, SMASHED. STIFF, STORED, WIPED OUT
2?^ J 2«g&£* To have a good time. Cf . BIAST. SLRM.
» S»2 ' ^ ^•^y «xcited or upset, syn. HAVEA C*A7e
adi, curreat, up-to-date. syn. COOL, HIP, n rp, wim
X* •
'"^ISi^^* Drunk, ayn. BOMBED, BUCKED, CROCKED, FWATIMG,
filSP' OOMMBD, HAPPY, LOADBD, PIASTORBD, PLOWED,SRXTPACED, STIFF, STONED, WIPED OUT.
aai- Current, up-to-date. syn. COOL, HEP, m IT, WITH
**
.
BCO, u, I, ihd poniin 2. A boy (derogatory), syn. COCK.
-™°5"' MS^'P' MHWUB, PECKER, PRICK, PUTZ, SHMUCK.^HOME RUH, a. The spreading of a girl's legs fior exposure.Cf
.
THROW A ffiBAVBR. Syn. SQUIIWEL SHOT.
HOOD, |i. 1. A hoodlum. 2. Oim viho appears Mediterranean.
syn. DIHO, DO, GREASER, HAIRDO, 3PIC.
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HOR»lf, jfli. 1. Keedins amotional and physical outlet aa a
Horf
-^r^JiLSS'ri^ttiS?"^"^ ••^^ Of a boy by a gJS?!'
"'^aS^'^ioE^Sr'^*^ Cf, PETER PREP. Syn.
Hiao:* a» An attractive boy,
?^^/ ^\ Attractive, desirable (said of a boy).
x«D., ja. Identification card, a means of identifi-
liquor at bars or package stores.
**' W'SIM.* involved, alert; current, with the crowd.Syn. COOL. HEP, HIP, WITH IT.
«.« s
L^2?i^^i':' ®^«fion «««<3 to point out eonethinssarcastically. For ex«^ple, it someone is standing onone's foot, one says, "it*s about the foot."
JAXijJAlT, ia» A girl under sixteen.
JSW, TO swindle, to /: .
40ms, ». 1. A chaap gathering place. 2. The penis. 3. amy (derogatory), syn. COCK, HOG, lilZARD, MEAT. MIHOlffi.
«8CKE», PRICK, PDTZ, SI^mJCK.
SiSiSi i^J^f • B0O2B, KMCK-FER-KIWm.
MiaSSs^tt ^iv.J^'fi' ^C^* ^ observe, to give unwanted advice.iu.Jsxz«^K IKio itser)
. 0»« who observes, one who gives
unwanted advice.
KICK v.i^, jt^. 1. To win, to beat another tean. 2. Tobeat up» syn. STOHP.
KIKB, ja. A Jew.
KI»G, a^. Bxcellent. Syn. ACE, BALSY, BOSS, COOL, COOL ASS.
'^^O'' »*BAT, RICH,SHARP, SHARPIPIBO, SPIPPT, STUD, 3«EET, SWIFT, SWIHGIN*/
TOP SHELP, TOUCH, mtTE, WITH IT.
KHOCIC, To j»ock, to tear down. syn. CUT laEEP. GROSS
OUT, RAilK (OUT), iJCUPP.
KHOCKED UP,
.gdi. Made pregnant.
LAY h STRIP, ^. ja^. To drive off so abruptly as to leave
tir© marks. Syn. BURS OUT, LEAVE RUB8BR, PIBL OUT. SPINOUT.
LAY OPF, v.phr . To stop, to discontinue.
LSAV^S RUBHBR, v. TO drive off so abruptly as to leave
tiro marks. Syn. mm OUT, LAY A STRIP, ^l out, spih out.
IMBBl^ (LSSSY), n, Lesbian, a female hOBosexual, Syn. QUEER.
LliSARD, jti. 1. Th» penis, 2. a boy (derogatory), syn. COCK,
HOG, JOXIiT, MBAT, tiXMSXm, PECKER, PRICK, PUTZ, SHMUCK.
LQAOSO, Drunk. Syn. B<»1BEB, BUCKBD, CROCKED, PLOATIMC.
FLYIMO, GASSED, OOMMED, HAPPY, HIGH, PIASTiSRHO, PLOWED.
SHITPACBD, SJhASHBO, ST«Pi^, aTOSSD, WIPED OUT.
J-OOS^» Prosiecuous, morally conprcHaisinQ. Cf. FAST.
FOUR^STAR. ^-^
LUCK OUT, v. p^ir
. 1. To achieve a favorable situation
through 90od fortune. 2. To la^se a favwrable situation.
"He lu<^ed out at ColQste."
-,
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"^^ief'w^S!' •«P«ci«lly a fairt: car. syn. set
FIKK, PBCmsmSM), BRICK, liAT. RAT FW, 8T21^;
JAJJ A aim. 3r. To get some liquor.
Ci ^iooS SS?"^i?^^^^l^^"Lf* «»"^ly coB^romiaing girl.
PX^' sin^fer. extensively, to engage In sex
«EAT, a. 1, The penla. a boy (derogatory) svn
SSrSr't-i* ^ *^ **** headlights, cf. pbbzddm.MBSS Aaoia^. j^. To waste timy to Oo nothlSTlS oarti-
^r?S^, iSkcST'
**^4«^;«N.^!Si^fiif"** fi^'^' »0S3. COOL, COOLASSTFABTABUIOOS. wmSX, QlftR, GREAT, HAIKy, KIHO. j£aT
swiwsni*, TOF sHBi^, TooQa, wnriB, wxth itT
«00M, fl, mie bared buttock. \
~r X^A ea^s© the buttocks, sya. THROW a MOOV.
^® oi e3«|K>slng the buttocks.
^^SS^L^U,J^ irritating or despicable person.syn. COCK stJCRBR, cam lAvvm,
KWWBRt a. 1. Anything or loiyone «Aie laoves fast. syn. GOTR.
i«» ^
aoclally lively or sexually experienced girl.
«S!!i?^iJ^* Budwalser (brand) beer. Cf. FROSTSr. WICOT,
mWP, ». A girl. syn. BASB, BROAD, CIWT, FOX, PXBCB. PIECBOF ASS, FIBCB or TAIL, PUSSY, QUIFF.
mTQ« a. -ate action; talk only." a date with which sex playis absent or inappropriate, cf . GOOD girl, kick OIRL.
»KaWP, Excellent, syn. ACE, mim, boss, cool, COOL
ASS, FASTABOLOUS, FUffiClT, (fflSAR, GREAT, HAZSnf, KUKS, MIHT,
RICH, SHARP, SBARPIFIBD, SPJFFy, 3T0D, SWEET, SWIFT. SWIMS-
aai*. TOP sMEur, toooh, white, with it.
KJICS, sarcastically, terrible, ugly, awful, cf. CLOSE.
TOtK^.
SIC^ GIRL, n. A girl Who will have intercourse on a date.
Cf. GOOD GIRI., KATO. Sya. CBBAPY. (A GOOD) MAKE.
Mocaor, u. sex play, especially tfaout ttre breasts, syn.
BOOBS'.
mmj>, a. a dullard; a stupid person} an odd person, syn.
MS'-miM, CREEP, DIMGZJSBSRRY, DIP, DIP-SHXT, DOKK, DRIP,FMK, GOOW, OORP, IDIOT, JERK, LUHK, LIWKHEAD, NOT, SAP,
amWC^, STUMOTCH, SWEDE, WHBSBR, WOlfflAT, ZIB,
HOT, a. An odd or foolish person, s^-n, Ass-lioifi, CHEEF, V'
DIBGLEBBRRJf, DIP. DIP-SHIT, DO«K, DRIP, FISK, OOOM, GORP.
IDIOT, JERK, LUKK, LIEIKHEAD, SAP, SHKUCK, S1VB0B, WIBKBR.
WOMBAT, ZIB.
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^»3fn. ^auA«s« 2, Ohinvolved. ayn, out to uaaat
»W2»^aMJ# A n«sty or nean person, syn. BASTAao
^^i. «WT, v.i« To put « car in g«ar, apply the faralcA©rate, B«m r©l«aao the braJce! sin? MM Sot l2v f^iTvSTRIP, XiSAVB ROBfflSR. SPIM OUt! BTOB OUT, LAY A | >
^5 ""Tw a«« play, Syn. maks out.
SSS' 5*% n«»tlc pine that hold hair roller*. \' , i
^t""^'.
s«i pjsca or ass, piece or ^xx»^--^^
PIECB, PXSOB OF TAn>, QUIW, «
PffiCE OP JAIL, a, A girl. sa« pmcB w as3.
^tumi, adM[. Having pillai eluBjpad.
^ harrowing situation, syn. mJBK,
LS^'-l'-i' annoy > to irritate; to anger, syn. bug.ORXVB VP A mu., SAiarp, ridb, tick ofp. i . - *MJE^^ Ml- Dniriic, syn. bombep, buckbd, crocked.
ooword, hapsy, high, loajd^d,
^r^^^'^f^^^^' SMASTO, stiff, stombd, wiped o»t.
J^iL. BUCKSD, CROCKBD. FLOAT-m, WLYtm, GASSED, 00l«^, HAPP5f, HIGH, LOADED, PIAST-
fiBED, SHITFACSD, SMASHED, STIFF, STGIBED, WIPBD OCT.
P*o. a, MX* Amioyedf ax^fared. see Piss OFF.
lit' A person *ftio goes to a private preparatory school.Cr, WfCSSH PltSP«
MP?, Ml- Characteristic o£ a private preparatory achool
or Its students.
PRICK, u. I, The penla, 2. A boy (derogatory), syn.
COCK, B06, JOINT, LIZARD, MKAT, MIMOUB, PBCKSR, mm.
FUSSY, a. A girl. syn. BASE, broad, CUBT, FCK, PIECE*
PIECE or ASS, PIECB OF «ML, OUIFF.
./
vmsvmifft a« a boy who goea ateady. syn. CASDSf ASS. ^ '
PUSSirtlHIPPeD, Ml. Always with on«»» girl friendt ateadv-
dating, syn. CAMPY ass.
OOSBR, B- A homosexual, syn. FAO, FAIRY, FRUMP, ZA^SIS,
©AY BIADB, OOBERBAIT. THREE-DOLLAR BILL.
~Ml- 1* Horaoseicual. syn. GAY. 2. odd.
OinffiRBAIT* Sl- 1. A hoBsoaexxxal, see QUESR. 2. One tdio
looks as 1£ he night b© homosexual. Cf. BOSUIY.
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tJtt^or, a« 1 • Anything done faet. 2. A <SrlnH of beer.O^ ^ '
o J'^^J^?^* l-aawlt, or i3«rtalon.jSm tmP, QR093 OOT, KIIOCK, SCOFP.
CI^ \SS%Sf«r"^*^^**"' ^yn. BASTARD, BrTCH. ^ 'S^f^r^* WCKEiOlllAD, PRICK. RAT 'pw,
KTT^U^* l«!5eing in integrity.
«y^'o^?^^ intercourse. C£. BLOW JOB. hand JOB, £^
^^^^^^^^-nfS'w™"*- K>as, COOL, COOL
SHARPIPIBD, SPIPPy, STUD, SWgBT, SWIFT.
«WUi5I»'^P SHBMf. TOOOa. WHTIB, WJRPH IT. *
''"^*!-ms'^'TgK^5r' Bt«, I«aVE UP A WALL.
RIOTOCIS. ajgj,. sxtra»eXy ftwinyi Mwaing. ^
o ^\ 1^.^^^"^' ORISWE. GBOm.
Sf*^^^"^* ea^ially talH that ia uribelieve-able. syn. C8AP,
»5^, Mi.. Largei enoroou^. -you give ne a royal pain.-^ ' ^&mm Ci^. R,©1. Regular eixe beers. c£, PROSTY. £
$CRAC. SKITE. • I- V
^^^Jk unattractive girl. syn. »0G, scab. sc^^.^RAS, SKOZ. z. An indecent girl. syn. Pio, scrag.
msm, sKuz:. SLOT, miom,
•OMK, n. An unattractive girl. syn. DOG, SCAB, SCW5, SCRAO.
SCBBW UP, a|3X. confusedf disturbed in personality, syn.
rtxassD UP. sockeo up. ^ j
^^'Wi ^ »ocat; to tear dovm. syn. COT beep, gross
OUT, xsocK. mm (otjr).
ACiai. 2. 1. An unattractive girl. syn. Doa. SCAB, SOfc©,
SCAWC, SCRAO, SKUZ. 2. An indecent gir^. syn. pig.
HCAg, aCRAG, SCUM, SLOT, WHC«E,
S*t OP WHSKLS, n. A car. Syn. MACHIREB, WI^LS.
sa?«» LIP, a« 0«® given to speaking obscenity, syn.
OARBAGK MOOTH, ORAL PILTH, TRASH MOOTH, TRASH "BlAP.
SHAFT, £.t. To reject, syn. amov oowar.
StJllf>9TISD, a<aj1 « Rejected? refused. "He got shafted from th«
,golf team." Cf. TAKE TBH SHAFT.
'
8«MtP, aSl' B3«:«ll«nt. syn. ACR, BALSY, BOSS, COOL, COOL
Afis, VNm^mwm, puHKy, gemi, okrat, hairy, kihg, mibt,
SHAT. R3CR, SHARPIPI]^, SPIFTY, STOD, SWEET, SWIFT.
swirgins top sHEur. roixm, white, with it.
SHXT. x.jL. To be inferior. "Hia teas sbita."
SHITFAC^, adj.. XXnink. syn. BOM^O, BUCXBO, CROCKED,
PLQATINC3, PZViriMO, GASSED, OOOfBD. BAPP!?, HIGH, LQAJD8SD,
PUhSmSD. PLQWie, miMBKD, STIFF. STQHBD, mVBP GOT.
it
SIP, Q. SyphllUs. nignt:. 3yn. SHwr».
"^"^ greatly, to affect aignlflcaatly.
^^''^aSi^iL^^i'-'V ^ "^^^^^ ^•^'^ fttcilelu without
2. An ^^»«. 3yn. pi», scaq, scrag, scum
^iJ^' tot«IU9enc®. "ite has a let of mrta,"
SS^, Ml* 8paatlc# uncooreiinatea.
*, ^' ^* appears Mediterranean. SVH, DXBO. DOOweiA^EJt, BAXitBO, HOOD. * '
^^^t^Lriki' ILT* ? f?? apply the braHa.
fSS?:.
release the brak*. syn. burk OW,
SPSREAD, ZntarcQursa. syn. TRICK,SOa^.^|||.^ Oat of faahlonr inacceptafole. syn. out or
smmmt* saoy, jn. iIm* spreading of c girl's leos fojt
Ml- nrunit, syn, Bommo, BtKaaro, crocked. floa»-
^mrSSf*®*^' PMWBD, SHigPFiWrBD. SMASIOD. SM^. WlS^D OUT.ST^^R, n, A nean or naaty jporson. sy©* iMmVRD. bitch
£?2P'J^' «wwot,prckbiwead: prSTr^t, SS"'
BtmP* jsr.t. & To ixjund or fight f to Iseat up. syn. KICK
^'^^^ Mit^-"*"^* '^^^ »0M^»> SIKJKED, CR0CKI5!>. FLOftT-
2Sn miSA *^?SiEBED, PI£ftfflBD, SRZTTACKD, SMUt^lSSD, WXPSD OUT.
STOKSS, fi. £i. courage, syn. bmj^.
STOOLIS, n. A tatleri an Infomor. syn. FIHK.
aTOJSOTCH T»tu' notch), a stupid parson? fool, syn
ASfl-SOI^, DUISLEBKHRy, DIP, DlP-SHlT, DOHK, DRIp/gOOS
l^.^^kT^' SAP, 8HMUCK,
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^L3* '^^^ toothexBome person; an odd. loath
-
'''l^'u^sci^^S??' personality/ ayn.
ACS' BALSY, BOSS. COOL. COOL
^"S^f- li. SSmS? "'^'•^ ^ ^ ^ ^«
^^'^S''^' ««6hionirt>le. syn. ACB, BALSY,
snro, SWEBT, SWIFT, TOP S8EI^, TOWm, ^[TO, WITO IT.
SS'JIl A 9lrl. PIBCB or TAIL.
J ^^/^ genitalia.
(A) KESHSYB* Syn. MOOSNf.
liQDW, THROW A HOOB.
TimoirjnHE BOLi,, ^r. see sluw the boll.
*^ botlwBff to anger, syn. mm,mtm UP A mLL, saout, piss cav, rim!.
TiMHSjEJF, agi. Oglyr «nattr«ctlve, syn. qross. OUSTT.
wrecKedy ruined. C«. Bwip. wii®d OOT ^
TOSI^jSj^, I. Sxcelleat. Sya. ACE, BALSY, BOSS, COOL.COOL ASS, FAilTABllI^ys, WVmX, GEAR, GREAT, HAIKY, Kmi,
MISIT, »BAT, RICH, SHARP, SSARPIFIED, SPIFFy, STUD. smST.
SWIFT, SWmsiRV TOP saw, miTB, WITH IT. 2. Unfortun^
«t®f too bad (often aareaatically;
. cf. CLOSBt HICE.TRMM mrnn, a. one given to epeaking obscenity, syn.
GARBAGE HOUTO, ORAL FILTS, SBWER LIP, TRASH TRAP.
TRASH TRAP, jj. S©e •RRASH MOeTH.f»^, s. Intercourse, "she does the trick." syn. spread.
ti»IT, a. «ie l»<fy, considered sexually, syn. BOD, PSRson^ i
ALITT.
OP A WALL, rood , phr . IJpsety annoyedf irritated, syn.
PIBH»liB& TO WJJL, op the greek
tip T^ CREEK, aal- Jn trouble/ ruined, syn. pihbed TDVm mXJa, UP A KALL.
WACK OPVt ^.1. To laasturbate. T ,
W3U?P, IJ. Sec WOP. ^- ,
S«ATea THE BtmmRmSB, x- ^« park on a date. "^'"^
WAT OW, lao^ . plir . Xnaceeptably odd or unusual.
mmOOt jj. An odd person. Syn. CR3B8P, OIBOLBQERRy. DIP,
DIP-^IT, FIWC, 0O<ai, IKJRP, WOMBAT, 8IB.
«»A-*<aiA~MAH:iALL-*IT, ^. Something for wlilch no nasM^ can be
recalled.
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WHIP, ja^. See PUssYWHip,
VBOm»^, 1, A prostitute, syn. PROD. SLUT tootttc
^attractive or indecent girl sv^!SCRAG, SCUM. SKUZ. SLUT. ^ '
WICKED, adv. Extreaely; very; remarkably,
-vhm a^^rvwas wlciced interesting." r *7^™~y« ™ »*o y
'^^oAdS; ^inJ^^r f^«^*i»««»nt for wonder Bread, awonder Win er") someone who tries to succeed but
I't^'u^^^r^'"'^ ^ Of .til.. < s
WIPED OUT, ad
I . Drunk, Syn. BOMBED. BUCKED caorToin
FLOATIPO. FLYHIG, GASSED. gS^.HAOT HiS SSdbd
witS'^^ss' ^^rsT^'s^?'
™
I!' ^: fe. Sirii™Ji.^'^
T r«i»SJr ^'o®"' gorp, idiot, jerk, LUIIK.
WOo5S^f^\"^' fSf' STU^OTCH.
'
woodie, n. A car with wood paneling.
WOP, a. An Italian, v
ZIP. ig^. A zero grader a failure.
>
B. Relatively Infrequent and Possiblij Private or Nonce Terms
AROUMD THE WORLD, no^,^. £ n. Bxten«iv<» oral tiax piay,
BAG, Hood; disposition. "I'm in a pizaa baq."S^"^* Ml* Excellent.
aBAVBRS. n.£l. Teeth,
BEIGE, adj.. Just bearable. '
BESriBS, a.£i. Benefits.%,
BOKETTB, ngro. An affectionate appellation used in addres-
sing a good friend,
BOOGIES, ii«£i» Negroes.
BOSS, £dj,. Excellent. "Football is a boss game."''^-^
BIQSAD. n. Money. C ^
BROOM, n. A dull person. V ?
BUCKED, adj,* Drxmk.
BOSGUM, ffl.fil. Girls, collectively. V ^ JCAN, n. 1. Tha bathroom. 2. The buttocks.
CAR 54. n^ A police ear.
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OMft j^, h person «Aio Is In styl«, Involvodl, "with it."
<!^IB^» S,»&* & A* ^ hurt or aanart. "X rvcelved a bad
mark on my last test* and that really ehafea." l -
Cllift.f¥« |i« h morally ceffi^romislng girl} a girl \aio Is
•ftslly aps>roaehttd sexually*
CSOOCSK, a* sowaone who go©» out of his way to look
superior; a concoited person*
C3N^P m WSMit ^« Phr . To do soniethis^ tithich tourts,
offends, or goas against anothar. ^
Ct(33M»3aiS TSDE WAXtL, wod * Frustrated, ^"
"
CO01» M A MOOSE* mod . lahr *
.
mmdextalf axeitlng.
COOXfZB* a« Ujpfto-^ata, ^
BI6E9» & A* «rlticiao> to degraaate? to taar
4&imf to aaikaarass. ^^'"^
mmrntr* an. odd} otxt of fashion.
DIMSIjgBEHiiY, fi. A fool.
jDOMK* i^. a st\;^ld parson; a fool.
I3RIP« ji^. hn odd parson; a fool.
WBt sl* ^ follower.
FMJL-CRJT, a. Oa»dr«i££.
ffiytl, ralssf to fall. "Be fanned his ohanoa."
WPiS^^UWm, (fabalotts + fantastic) Outstanding.
WmTmM, x»k» ^ enjoyi to like. "X featiire that type
of aovi®."
''ERiS, adj . Inferior. *f©m street**
riSH, u. A drinleer.'^/"
Wtm TSm SCSSS, x* ^K* '^^ leave, usually aitecuptly.
m.tP 'mB B3^, X* ^ > finger sMinal to tell
a person to masturbate as a gesture of derision or
rejttetlon.
,
-
•
ftiOAVXHQ, adi . Qorunlc.
fldlfBB, adi . Esrunk.
f«*SSXt., a. A» elderly p«ars<m# esp«sially ««« \<ho ts senile.
"WR-sTAR, ja. Osm %^lK> is amoral or sexually aggressive. i<i<
POK, ja. A girl. - ^ ,
FROS, a* Frenchmao, r-^--'-
msXT, a. I. one Who ts prudii^. 2. One ^ ts not up-
to-date. < * s
FRt]|lp> a- male liOTOsejmal. ^^-^^
wmxm FACTOR, n. A (sorrecst^ iwf errors in aatheaattes,
physics, aiw ehemtstry. ^ ^
flUXHI PACTOanr, a. An ingratiating person.
J***^* BSI* Exeellsait? unusual.
eci«flH&,^4| . iDrtuik.
omP, a» ^ person.
m>SiP^, OcK^t ijnace«^able.
GKBE!!, a. Money. S ^
GSEHLXM, a* A troul»ie-4Baicer.
©RHISR, a« RuWtJlsh.
emo9s <xyft x.jt. to !W!>eie,
a* RuMxlsh.
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RA8KS!IAIL« JA. A dull person.
HAUST« v,i|. To botliori to annoy; to irritate.
HJ\VE h CAT, v.ghr . To get very exciterd or upset.
HEAB8, K«9*o««.
HOOKED, adj . Addicted r oaystlvated. S >
"X", ||. hn. Intellectual.
XDXGfS* stupid person.
ZSt THE SOXL BAKK, wod . plir . Dull; obtuse.
ZT, jg* Sex appeal; diaxn; sophistication.
JERK* ||. A fool.
<7ZG, n^. A 8«gro.
JOLUr (IX»j:.V) GREEM, (From TV 8on9 coRsaerclal for
Oreen Giant brand canned tn^getebXee) A happy person.
K»IC»C>FEa-KIliim, n. Liquor.
XtAZB AJU^tniD, 21!;. i. To relax; to do nothing in particular.
L02«LYP0?, A dupe; a "suclcer."
UOVSE, n. A nasty or aiean jMirson.
LXnroSBXICKST, Old«*fa8hioned.
LUISK* H. See U3SS!SSfiB,
IXJS^xmMit £[. An odd or stupid person.
MBRBZSS, n.£l<. Wool clumps on sweaters.
MXHK« adj . Odd; strange.
IffiLLY, ad j . Hi9h«-strung; conceited.
sr.G., (alrt>r .) adj . Mo good.
JSK!S3S)J3Sia , adj . Under the influence of narcotics.
ORAL FIX'TH, n. One given to speeJcin^ obscenity.
OUT TO uascaT B>od . Pt»r . inattentive; SMintally sluggish.
n^CKST, n. Package store.
FAD, i^."" A house; a place to sleep.
WSMaOSM^Xnc, n. The body, considered sexually.
t|. One \itiO has acne (pimples)
.
FZ1IQIED~T0 THE WALL, »od . phr . In a hopeless predica»ent.
FLtnoiFACB, n. One has acne.
POTEKTXZSD, adj . Powerful; strong* "Z feel potentixed
this njorning. "
w§LQDt A prostitute.
POT THE KEY XST TRB KEYHOLE, v.phy . To have intercourse.
puts;, ^, 1. Tlie penis. 2. A boy (derogatory).
COXTF, a. A girl.
lUUST, ij.. A loud XKiise.
SAP, n. A fool; a vapid person.
SC£iAG7 B* ^ unattractive or indecent girl.
SCBhfCR, H. MKmey.
&C&UI}Dsr, adi . tMattractive; aessy.
SCR'Hlf, H. An \inattractive or indecent girl.
SHARPXFISd, adj . S3«:ellent; indescribably wonderful.
sm^StlRUBBER, n. An ingratiating person.
Bm'BXK, H. 1. 'Hie penis. 2. A fool.
SKm, It* Money.
CAR, n. A police cax*
SPEAR cmsmR, n. A negro.
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S?EPyy, adi . Excellent,
STUD, a.dj[
. Excellent. S'---
iWEBSB* n. A dullard I on© lacking in intelligence orY>"C
aHill.
Ml* SsecMillent,
^niitSS*»!X>Li:AR BXLL, ji. A hooosexaal. 1
TOOLXB, n. A prostitute.
SBSIf« adi
. Excellent (sotrotliBea used sarcastically),
mix AROUND, »o drive about with no particular
destination.
WBX£>, Y»ii* **>v» or travel rapidly, "i iwas v^i£^ing
along In wy car." -
j
warfB, adi . Bsceellentj genereme; kind, \'
)0OStF OK, v.Jt. To |»rovokef to pick on.
ZJB, Si. An odd personr an unpopular perscm.
ZIP, jg. A person v^o thiiiks he knows everything i a "wise
EIT, a* A ptupie. ^ , .
HEAP, jsi« one «^o has ac»e. \
<?• Oaths, Xnterieetimis, and Sxclvnations
1. Satisfaction
BAMS!
2. Anfusenent
mm imomt
too rvmn i
too kuck:
3« Concern
ijyas re smnxi
4« Anaxemient and/or Boubt
ARB VOU FOR IUSAI.?i
ARS YOU Om OF YOtm BOX? J
BULLA vmmi
txmi
GASP!
oexx>xhk:
ooo vsmsi
HO LZB?j
stm cap A Q\mi
YA XOV71
zap:
3. Annoyanc« moA/ot Angor
BA&Fi
GRIPES m A BCCKETt
DiAMil!
FANS rr ALt:
GOO Dl^ IfS
HELL!
BAVSl
ssaiup:
Stmi ( = Jesua)
cim ISP!
CRAK xt:
Ctl7 ^EHB CRAP!
BAT m
EAT SHITS
FIAKl 0?F*
FQItCBT YOU!
FQSOBT YOURSSLF:
GET BUMTi
GO TO ZffiLLl
HAII8 X£)0S8i
LEAVS OUIOCS
SHOVE XTj
£5TicK rri
SUCK YOUI
SWZBG OM it:
TAKE A break:
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biiils, 30
balary, 41
bmig, to* 30
h&rt, to, 50
Biirf!, 45
44
beaver^ 30
h&ni@Mf 41
bitch, 30
blatt, '50
bl^, to, 50
Blow!, 45
blow job^ 30
bod., 30
Eok0tt©, 41
boobf, 30
boose, SO
41
bread, 41
broadj 50
fcr*- -T"-- ' ^
br /..^Ti i. . ,
bubbl*:^- 31
bugjns-n, 41
Still "S
:
, 44
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^
45
^jwn, 51
tJWn, to, 31
<mt^ to, 31
butter to, 51
can, 41
eaady, to, 31
candy asa, 31
car 41
mfc, 42
caafe^to, 42
c
^ 31
*: a,. 31
c^iooeh, 4i?
; , 44
Cla® tt|sf, 4S
:1, to
oock, 31
eoels eucfem*, 31
Coin, 31
con, " SI
tfco* 31
csoolg 51
eoal a» a kioowb, 42
eoorl a®«, 31
cool h&s>4,
ttoalie, 45
eoons, SI
iiQ-^f 31
cop car, 31
Qraaa it I, 4S
'ssrap, 32
€^ipm in © Imcketl
,
crieco, 32
Gsr-jdk, to,. 52
crocked, 52
eant, 5:?
cunt lar>ner, 32
c«t *ie«rp, to, 42
cut out, to, 3.3
Gut the crap!, 45
Oami^ 45
50
dim, 3;S
Gip, 32
d©g| 32
^«g;,, 32
drip, 4S
ertm up & tall ti*«-e, t&,
m
drivusi lap a mil^ t;«-, SS
flab, 42
CJuli?!^ 44
tea^, to, 52
Eat ®Mt-!# 4S
fall*#«st^ 42
imt to, 45
Wmg it alii, 43
fa«t^ 33
feim, S3-, 4S
fiiiii, 42
fiae, 33
na^« off I, 4S
ilmtfmt, 33
flip thm Mrd^ t:#, 42
n<3M9i«yS, 4S
UmiB'^ to, 35
fr«>g^ 4,2
frosty, 33
fimit, 42
Fucfc ?/0«J, 45
ftidg©, to» 35
fmg^ factor, 42
fBdge fact:os»y, 42
fiBKifey, 42
I'tomy i3«€^lj> 44
£vmsif 55
funBScer* 33
fil»s:'»bil46i, 53
Qmpl^ 44
33 -
g«y blade, S3 „:
ge^, S3
I
Qe<ioltsk!, 44 fl;
get Ijent, t«>, 35 •
beat I. 45M tern iti, 45
^ iJotm, to, 33
go®r^ 33
j
io*gOt 35 1
giENsraea* 42
i
^©d gxrlt 53
I
goon, 35 "
j
gO'phfSr, 28 ^
!
ttl^r 4a
gOBPSSf^j 42 i
to Hell I, 4S
grab, to, 35
grcasei?, 33
great » 54
34
@r9<sk, to, 54
praBn. 42
fr--- 42
V. . 42
g3E*08Q, 34
gr»a« 0!at, to» 4S
I
grab, 34
piafcy,:. 34
aacfe off, toj 34
tend ia^, 34
turn, 54
i left, t»»
fearsg right, tQ„,
34
. vt^ 45
imw a cat, t©, 43
ImmlB^ 43
Iwp', 54
liigh, M
hip,, 34
hsra® -mm^ 34
baod, 34
hooked, 43
tot, 35
lkm*» that s^elc frnw im
totals SS
"X", 43
ifliol, 4S
iti it, 35
in tlm 9o±X batik, 4f
ttj 43
-ait, 35
,
45
J^W, to, 3S
S# 43
J©it?t, 35
kihits, to, 35
33
l;m«sk, 35
ymmkmd up. 35
£<<s^i^l, 44
f, a lay a stx^ip, te, SS
lay off, to, 35
%mm e.rmi^>fi, to, 43
Clessy), 35
UmA&&^- 33
latkyp&p^ 43
l?!K3rS«, 33
t\mk mst, to^ SS
I'^j'nch.tnKiket,. 43
Iimki, 43
Ii.aikh<K^4, 43
-machine, 56
maggot, 56
36
aiiai a mn, to, 36
mtSsm 0iit, to, 36
Mm^ ImifMsif 44
'C&®?, raci.'..:....;:a, 43
tiftt^, 43
wmm^ 36
aineiii, to, 36
!aK>tli0r fij<3Sc«3-, 36
^vw, 36
....w, 36
nitm girl, 56 •
lio HmK 44
«t - 57
orii... ,^
,
.....hf 43
mat of it, 37
PiStcky* 43
p&^mTf 37
>idk.a, 37
<3»£ 3?
of t^il, 37
piXiiid» 37
pills, 37
n'' 43
p.., 1 to tlim wall, 45
«ff . 5?
37
tlals®fa»e?®- 43
f»0*»d| 37
V»*Pt .57
^tiiMf 37
p»«i»y%ftoi?-?ned- 37
ptst n-im k«3? in th« lefts*
rant, 43
rat,
rag flraSe, 38
ratty, 33
riotous®, M
mmsd off S@
«CN^, 38
scrag, 43
4S
Sewj^s
, 45
®eru<^iy, 4$
,«NSiruff , 43
afeit^Hmfefestr, 43
shit Ott, to, 39
sihoot feo,, 39
Sbomt it J , 4S
tkam^ 39
slut
, 39
a;3-iirt8- 39
-'.> :. of «t gttnt, 45
apear eliuck®r, 4.3
a .' >.'-it- to, 3«>
t h
stiff, 39
fitiiik®, 44
at#!ap, to, 39
sitoixcs, 39
©toolie- 59
«tu<ly 44
sttmotch, 39
0Uidu^4 up, 40
45
H^»ftde, 44
H^f^et) 44
mr^:.ft^ 40
e f
-J 40
_
... a* f 40
S*?ing on it I, 45
tail, 40
TfOs® « bn^aicl, 45
t^te It easily 1, 44
t«ke t!". .etj to, 40
tUETfiie^v
..... bill, 44
thmif a beav®r, 40
throv a mo-mt to, 40
throv <a) r«d»€ye, 40
thrm? tht bull, to, 40
too funny!., 44
tooii®-, 44
To<»':'^;aich , 44
top shelf, 44
tore up, 40
totalad, 40
tou^h, 40
trmh mouth, 40
trftsh trat*, 40
trick, 40
tmit, 40
^ a mil, 40
tip th« creek, 40
WQck off,, 40
afflttind, to, 4-'
Wl^p, 40
watch the msb-^vines.
40 •
«ay «wt, 40
«?eir<lo, 40
«^i©*cha-.m3«»«>all»ifc^ 4'
wtte^ila, 41
41
vshtUf t©,. 44
mite, 44
T,#sor®
, 41
^iTlcked, 41
«rinn€r, 41
vice mst, to, 41
wip#.d owt, 41
^th It, 41
mff mif to, 44
vomhsit^ 41
ws^lft, 41
Ya youj'J, 45
t&u rang}, ei*S
Sap I, 4S
sib, 44
sif>, 41, 44
»it, 44
sit Im&d, 44


